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N.U.D.E. Defeated!
Chioco falls to Grey Dawn
Last month Grey Dawn forces price. Stockpiles of weapons and village was lightly defended with
failed to capture Tilhara with a supplies seemed to have made the only a squad strength garrison of
irregulars. The heavily armed and
daring exploitation after capturing sacrifice a profitable one.
Bacabar. This month the pressure The Electronic Base Commandos well supported EBC troops easily
on the N.U.D.E. Defenders has (EBC) have been slowly building overcame the light opposition to
grown with a series of attacks from and remained undiscovered for capture the village.
aircraft, artillery and finally a many months but intelligence has
ground assault which finally told them that Creeping Death Further to the South the village of
captured the village. A further forces were nearby. Taking Lovran has seen another large force
attack in strength was launched advantage of the news that of EBC units carry out a probe. The
south to Chioco for that most Creeping Death had recently Creeping Death defenders were
difficult of operations, assaulting suffered crippling losses, they this time in force and well dug in.
an enemy main base. Once again decided to act. The first mission However the probing forces
the combined arms attack was was the liberation of Subid, a managed to create a panic in the
employed
to
assault
the village near the Northern Border of green defenders who fled at the
fortifications. Combat engineers the country. Creeping Death seem first sign of determined attack.
and armour used smoke to mask to have pushed out patrols and the Despite having superior support
their approach and the work needed EBC forces entered the village and weapons and some defences the
to breach the minefields and wire, encountered the small ill armed garrison cracked at the first attempt.
while artillery and small arms Creeping Death force. After a short The attackers have fought hard
suppressed
the
demoralised battle the EBC forces overran the could not believe their luck as they
defenders. A gap soon appeared in Creeping Death to take control of stood in the badly damaged village
having captured it from what seems
the perimeter through which the the settlement.
to have been a numerically superior
Grey Dawn forces poured
engulfing the defences as they went. Following on their success at Subid force.
Losses however were heavy but the the EBC have advanced further into
price for eliminating another Creeping Death territory by
faction must surely be worth the attacking Devra. Once again the
Jason’s Bit
It just shows that quality troops can make the difference when they are well supported. Take note those who
choose militia in numbers rather than a small well armed force of commandos.
I certainly have learned a lot as I have worked on the assistance programme. I have just about finished the
convoy moves and will now move on to the admin orders and special actions.
The aim is to remove all the number crunching from you and let the programme tell you if you are doing
something wrong. This should allow you to play the game more than working the numbers and making things
easier and more enjoyable all round. (Hopefully)
That's it for another month. Jason.

